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2003 [03] PORSCHE–911 [996] – CARRERA 4, 3.6 Tiptronic S

Cabriolet
3.6Litre, Flat-6i 24Valve PVC+ 4OHC, 320BHP, 5 Speed TIPTRONIC-S Automatic.
One Previous Owner with F/P/S/H with 26K miles. Finished in ARCTIC SILVER Metallic with special black
leather interior. 911 is “the” definitive automotive icon and is without a doubt the world-class standard in sports
cars. If ever a sports car could be described as a legend, then Porsche 911 is it. This prestigious
Zuffenhausen Marque is a high spec thorough-bred where the reality truly lives up to expectation in this
stupendous five-speed, all-wheel-drive CARRERA-4 which directs anywhere between 5%-40% of her power
controlled by the Porsche-Stability-Management System [PSM] to the front wheels. This is delivered with
microsecond precision depending on available traction and how hard you are hitting the throttle at the time. The AW-D system is not just an all-weather traction assistant; it is designed to help you handle unexpected curves and
bends on the road. The PSM is standard on the Carrera-4 Cabriolet but the TIPTRONIC-S on the other hand, is a
seriously expensive extra which allows the sequential manual override by way of her conveniently placed twinbuttons peering at you from each side of the infamous Weissach CREST sitting majestically @ the centre of her
leather clad special alloy steering wheel. Her 3.6 Litre, 24 valve, Flat-6, M96/03 power plant produces a cool
320BHP with an exhilarating 0-60 @ around 5.2s and a top speed of over 170mph. This is the most tasteful
example of total automotive excellence with a distinct image of exclusiveness that goes far beyond the
imagination. Little compares with this melodious horizontally opposed flat six; especially when the sounds are
located directly behind your hearing senses. The throbbing soundtrack starts right down at city speeds and you
don't have to rev it hard to achieve that delicious virtuoso effect. Maximum torque is delivered at 4250rpm and it is
there when your euphonious pleasures start reaching their peak. Among the exotic sports cars, nothing comes
close to supplying the sensational, seat-off-the pants rush effect that the CARRERA-4 911 does. She comes alive
on quite country roads and makes driving and responding very much a two-way pleasurable experience; this car
feels as if she is painted on the road ahead. She gracefully courses between bends without being at all bothered
by bumps and/or debris, whilst speaking volumes through her high-tech chassis and steering as well as probably
manically grinning driver. This is true fun at its best, pure and simple. She is brutal yet beautiful, lively yet with an
inimitable style with elegance. These are the qualities that make this car one of the most desirable 911 models that
is uncompromisingly the true sporty implementation of the Porsche concept with its instantly recognisable red &
titanium-coloured mono-block brake callipers. The package is further complemented with the excellence of a
premier BOSE hi-fi system with single as well as 6CD decks, creating an ambiance only to be found in these
exquisite 996 Carreras and comes complete with integrated Porsche-Communication-Module [PCM] with its
Satellite Navigation and built-in GSM telephone system. Forget the mid-life crisis; make your heart beat fast each
and every day, You ONLY live ONCE. Just come in and treat yourself, you know you deserve her. This Vehicle has
also been fitted with the following further design enhancement features including BUT not Limited to:* Tiptronic-S, PSM System
with All-wheel-drive, PCM Satellite Navigation & Integrated Telephone System, Climate Control, ABS, SRS, Porsche Windguard
and security screen. 911 Dual Exhaust System. 18” Turbo-Look 11 Wheels. Stainless Door-entry Guards. Adjustable Steering
Column. Engine Immobiliser Theft Alarm System. Electric Seats. Top Tinted Windscreen. Front & Rear Parktronic Sensors. Bodycoloured/heated Electric mirrors. BOSE HI-Fi System with CD, RDS+6CD Stacker with SS Speakers. [Please Call us for a complete LIST]
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MAKE & MODEL:
Registration NUMBER:
Date of First Registration:
COLOUR [Ext/Int]:
Number of Cylinders & TYPE:
Cylinder CAPACITY:
Horse POWER:
Chassis/Frame NUMBER:
Engine NUMBER:
Fuel TYPE:

SPECIFICATION
PORSCHE 911[996] CARRERA-4,Tiptronic-S, Cabriolet
NG03 XXX
27th June 2003
ARCTIC Silver Metallic / Anthracite Black LEATHER
Flat H6i, 24 Valve, PorscheVarioCamPlus/4-OverHeadCam: M 96/03
3596 cc
320 BHP
WP0ZZZ99Z3S643314
66320409
PETROL [Opti-MAX ONLY]
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The “HiCalibreCars.Com” Equipment Guide is presented as an additional aid for our Clients. We endeavour to maintain accurate information, however cannot
guarantee the details as detailed above and request that you carefully check for yourself the accuracy of information as presented. HiCalibreCars.Com accepts no
liability whatsoever for any misrepresentation, omissions and/or any miss-entry and strongly recommends that each individual item is verified physically on the car
DISCLAIMER
therefore confirming the exact specification of this vehicle.
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